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Abstract
Aim: The isotherms of the adsorption of nickel (Ni) (II) ions from model aqueous solutions with the initial
concentration of metal ions from 0 to 1500 mg/dm3 by crushed bark, wood sawdust, and leaves of trees of
Acacia auriculiformis in static mode are obtained. It has been established that crushed acacia bark has the largest
adsorption capacity with respect to Ni II ions (7 mg/g), and the lowest adsorption capacity has acacia leaves
(4 mg/g). Adsorption isotherms were calculated using Langmuir, Freundlich, Dubinin–Radushkevich, Temkin,
Flory-Huggins, Harkins-Jura, and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill models. Materials and Methods: The sorption properties
of leaves, sawdust of wood, and crushed bark of A. auriculiformis were studied in the static adsorption regime
using model aqueous solutions of Ni sulfate (II) with initial concentrations of Ni2+ ions from 0 to 1500 mg/dm3.
Results: It is found that the isotherms of the adsorption of Ni ions by leaves, wood sawdust, and crushed bark are
most adequately described by the Dubinin–Radushkevich model with the approximation coefficients R2 = 0.988,
R2 = 0.988, and R2 = 0.982, respectively, indicating that the process takes place both in the pores and on the surface
of sorption material. The thermodynamic parameters of the adsorption process are calculated. Conclusions: The
obtained values of Gibbs energy ΔG and the adsorption energy E indicate that the limiting adsorption stage of
Ni (II) ions by A. auriculiformis components is physical adsorption.
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A

INTRODUCTION

steadily increasing pollution of the
environment with pollutants of different
origin causes tension in the world
community. A special group of toxic pollutants is
heavy metal ions (HMI) that enter natural water
sources as part of insufficiently purified sewage.
Among all the known methods of extracting
HMI, the reagent method, which consists in the
addition of chemical reagents, leading to the
formation of poorly water-soluble compounds
of the HMI and the precipitation of the latter
into sediment, has been most widely used.[1] The
disadvantage of the method is a large consumption
of reagents and an increase in the salinity of the
effluent to be treated. The ion exchange method
of HMI extraction contributes to the formation of
a large amount of concentrated effluents after the
regeneration of ion exchange resins.[2]
Sorption purification is widely used for the
removal of pollutants of various origins
including HMI, from wastewater, and natural
waters.[3,4] However, a deterrent to the use of

this method is the high cost of the sorbents applied, usually
activated carbons, and the need for regeneration of the latter,
which contributes to a sharp increase in the cost of treatment.
Recently, to eliminate the above-mentioned shortcomings of
sorption purification, the attention of researchers to alternative
sorption materials has increased, among which cellulosecontaining waste from plant raw materials processing occupy
the leading position.[5-7] Of particular interest is wastes from
the processing of woody biomass (sawdust, shavings, and
chips) and components of trees and shrubs. Various studies
have shown that sawdust,[8-9] bark,[10-13] foliage,[14-16] and other
components of hardwood and coniferous trees contribute to
the extraction of HMI from aqueous solutions.
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Of particular interest is tree species that contain tannins,
which react with the HMI and form water-insoluble
compounds. For example, earlier it was shown, in particular,
that the components of oak [17] and acacia [18] tree and shrub
species effectively remove HMI from aqueous media.
In connection with the foregoing, it seemed interesting to
investigate the sorption of HMI components of trees of the
genus Acacia. The choice of the latter is due to the fact that
components of some types of acacias and extracts from its
bark are used to remove various pollutants including HMI,
from natural and wastewater.
Ni is an essential for living organisms microelement, but its
excess intake has a negative impact on human health, including
Ni compounds having a carcinogenic effect. Ni can cause
respiratory diseases, diseases of the cardiovascular system,
has a negative effect on the process of hematopoiesis, binds
to serum gamma globulin in the blood, inhibits carbohydrate
metabolism, and the synthesis of certain enzymes.[19] Ni salts
cause damage to the skin.
The main source of (Ni) (II) ions entering water bodies is poorly
purified effluents from galvanic plants, mine waters, etc.
On the basis of the foregoing, in this paper, we studied the
adsorption of Ni (II) ions from model aqueous solutions using
sawdust of wood, bark, and foliage of Acacia auriculiformis.
The choice of the latter is due to the fact that this type of tree
is a typical representative of the flora of the region of one of
the authors of this message. Earlier, the use of components of
this tree species for the sorption removal of As (III) ions[20]
and Cu (II) ions [21] has been reported.

А = (Сs – Сe)•V/m

(1)

Where, A is the adsorption capacity for Ni2+ ions (mmol/g), Cs is
the initial concentration of Ni2+ ions (mmol/dm3), Сe is the Ni2+
ion concentration after adsorption (mmol/dm3), V is the solution
volume (dm3), and m - mass of the sorption material (g).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The isotherms of the adsorption of Ni2+ ions by the
investigated materials are shown in Figure 1. It is obvious
that the largest adsorption capacity in relation to the HMI is
the ground acacia bark (0.119 mmol/g or 7 mg/g), to a lesser
degree, sawdust of acacia wood (0.080 mmol/g or 4.7 mg/g)
and the acacia leaves (0.068 mmol/g or 4 mg/g) have the
lowest adsorption capacity.
The obtained adsorption isotherms were processed using the
Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, Flory-Huggins, Dubinin–
Radushkevich, Harkins-Jura, and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill
models. The obtained equations and their approximation
rates (R2) are indicated in Table 1. As Table 1 shows,
the isotherms of the adsorption of Ni (II) ions by leaves,
sawdust, and ground acacia bark can be described by

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The sorption properties of leaves, sawdust of wood, and
crushed bark of A. auriculiformis were studied in the static
adsorption regime using model aqueous solutions of Ni
sulfate (II) with initial concentrations of Ni2+ ions from 0 to
1500 mg/dm3. Based on the values of initial and equilibrium
concentrations, the adsorption capacity of materials is
determined by the formula 1:

Figure 1: Isotherms for adsorption of nickel (II) ions by
(1) acacia leaves, (2) acacia sawdust, (3) acacia crushed bark

Table 1: Adsorption isotherms equations and approximation coefficients
Sorption model

Sorbent
Acacia leaves

Acacia sawdust

Acacia crushed bark

Langmuir

y=39.25x+1.588, R²=0.899

y=22.50x+14.43, R²=0.981

y=21.02x+0.113, R²=0.948

Freundlich

y=0.509x-1.721, R²=0.783

y=0.500x-1.679, R²=0.934

y=0.553x-1.475, R²=0.844

y=-2E-08x-1.901, R²=0.988

y=-2E-08x-1.758, R²=0.988

y=-2E-08x-1.519, R²=0.982

Dubinin–Radushkevich
Temkin

y=0.013x-0.024, R²=0.949

y=0.015x-0.031, R²=0.983

y=0.025x-0.048, R²=0.928

Flory‑Huggins

y=‑14.40x-2.381, R²=0.659

y=-19.55x-2.845, R²=0.941

y=-11.57x-2.536, R²=0.757

Harkins‑Jura

y=‑21,749x+17,598, R²=0.37

y=-10,224x+8446, R²=0.459

y =-8170x+6188, R²=0.309

y=0.509x-3.964, R²=0.783

y=0.500x-3.866, R²=0.934

y=0.553x-3.397, R²=0.844

Frenkel‑Halsey‑Hill
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the Dubinin–Radushkevich adsorption equations with
approximation rates of 0.988, 0.988, and 0.982, respectively,
and Temkin’s equations can also be used to describe these
processes.
Consequently, it can be assumed that the process of
the adsorption of Ni (II) ions by leaves, sawdust, and
ground acacia bark proceeds both in the pores and on the
inhomogeneous surface of the adsorption material.

It is known that the values of Gibbs energy (ΔG) <20 kJmol
by module, as well as the adsorption energy (E) <8 kJ/mol,
indicate the process of physical adsorption; hence, the data
presented in Table 2 indicate the physical nature of the
adsorption of HMI by the sorption materials under study.

Visually, the correspondence of adsorption models to
the process under investigation can be demonstrated by
constructing theoretical isotherms of adsorption processes
using the equations of adsorption models with recalculation
into theoretical values Ce and A and correlating theoretical
isotherms with experimentally obtained data.
Adsorption isotherms constructed from experimental and
theoretical data for the processes of the adsorption of Ni2+
ions by leaves, sawdust, and ground acacia bark are presented
in Figures 2-4, respectively.
Figures 2-4 show that the theoretical isotherms of the
Dubinin–Radushkevich and Temkin monomolecular models
of the adsorption of Ni2+ ions by leaves, sawdust, and
ground acacia bark describe well the experimental data,
which confirms the results of calculating the equations and
correlation coefficients of the adsorption models presented
in Table 1.

Figure 2: Isotherms of the adsorption of nickel (II) ions by
acacia leaves

Based on the obtained adsorption equations and the constants
of the Langmuir and Dubinin–Radushkevich models, the
thermodynamic constants of the adsorption of Ni2+ ions
by the acacia leaves, sawdust, and ground bark, describing
the mechanism of adsorption processes, are determined by
formulas 2 and 3.
−1

E = (−2 β ) 2 (2)
(3)

∆Gº = R•T•lnKL

Where, E is the sorption energy (J/mol), β is the Dubinin–
Radushkevich constant, ΔG is the Gibbs energy (J/mol), R is
the universal gas constant, and KL is the Langmuir constant.

Figure 3: Isotherms of the adsorption of Nickel (II) ions by
acacia sawdust

Table 2: Values of thermodynamic parameters for the process of Ni ions adsorption by acacia leaves, sawdust,
and crushed bark
∆G, kJ/mol

Ε, kJ/mol

−7.947

5.001

|∆G|<20kJ/mol, Ε<8kJ/mol, physical adsorption

Acacia sawdust

−1.001

5.001

|∆G|<20kJ/mol, J<8kJ/mol, physical adsorption

Acacia crushed
bark

−12.947

5.001

|∆G|<20kJ/mol, J<8kJ/mol, physical adsorption

Sorbent
Acacia leaves

Conclusion

Ni: Nickel
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Figure 4: Isotherms of the adsorption of Nickel (II) ions by
acacia crushed bark

SUMMARY
The conducted experiments made it possible to obtain
adsorption isotherms for Ni2+ ions with various components
of A. auriculiformis and then carry out their calculation using
Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, Dubinin–Radushkevich,
Flory-Huggins, Harkins-Jura, and Frenkel-Halsey-Hill
models. It is found that the isotherms of the sorption of
Ni (II) ions by leaves, sawdust of wood, and crushed bark
of A. auriculiformis are most adequately described by
the Dubinin–Radushkevich model. The thermodynamic
parameters of the sorption process are calculated. It was
revealed that physical sorption is the limiting stage of the
sorption of Ni2+ ions by the components of A. auriculiformis.

CONCLUSIONS
Thus, the possibility of using sawdust of wood and bark as well
as the foliage of A. auriculiformis as sorption materials with
respect to Ni2+ ions has been shown, which makes it possible
to obtain cheap and environmentally friendly sorption material
based on wood waste. The largest adsorption capacity with
respect to these ions is provided by the crushed acacia bark.
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